16th Annual Meeting of the International Society of Blood Purification

The 16th Annual Meeting of the International Society of Blood Purification (ISBP) will be held October 4–6, 1998, in Newport, Rhode Island. Sir Roy Calne will deliver the annual award lecture. Planned symposia include: new directions in pre-ESRD therapies; current thinking about diabetes in renal failure; and the influence of a changing health care infrastructure on the management of kidney failure patients. There will also be free communications and poster presentations. For more information, visit our website at http://www.ISBP.org or contact Michael J. Lysaght, P.O. Box 2480, Providence, RI 02906; Telephone: (401) 863-7512; fax: (401) 863-1753; e-mail: ISBP98@Brown.edu.

Oxalosis and Hyperoxaluria Foundation

Oxalosis and Hyperoxaluria Foundation
Request for Proposals

Research funds are available for investigation into hyperoxaluria and oxalosis. The OHF seeks to fund grants, which will increase the understanding of hyperoxaluria and oxalosis and improve the clinical management and treatment of these two orphan diseases. Investigation into alternative methods of treatment, which will alleviate the need for transplantation therapy, is encouraged. The Oxalosis & Hyperoxaluria Foundation was incorporated in 1989 to inform patients, families, physicians, and medical professionals about hyperoxaluria and the related conditions, oxalosis and calcium-oxalate kidney stones. The OHF promotes research to advance medical knowledge and treatment. Application guidelines are available on the World Wide Web at http://www.ohf.org or from the Oxalosis and Hyperoxaluria Foundation at OHF, Midwest Office, 5727 Westcliffe Drive, St. Louis, MO 63129-4265. All grant applications should be submitted with an original and 10 copies by August 1, 1998. E-mail inquiries to: secy@ohf.org.

13th Comprehensive Nephrology Review Course

The 13th Comprehensive Nephrology Review Course will be held October 2 to 8, 1998 at the Beverly Hilton Hotel, Beverly Hills, CA. The deadline for reservations is September 1. The course is sponsored by the office of Continuing Medical Education, UCLA School of Medicine. Participants can earn up to 44.5 hours of Category 1 credit toward the AMA Physicians Recognition Award. Enrollment fees are $800 for physicians and $700 for residents. To enroll, call (310) 794-2620 or fax (310) 794-2624, or write to the Office of Continuing Medical Education, Comprehensive Nephrology Review Course, Office of CME, 10920 Wilshire Boulevard, Suite 1060, Los Angeles, CA 90024-6512.

Psychonephrology 1998, Eleventh International Conference on Psychonephrology

Psychonephrology 1998, the eleventh international conference on psychonephrology, will be held in New York City October 9–11, 1998. This meeting will cover the psychosocial and ethical issues confronting patients with renal failure and offer information for the professional people caring for these individuals. Internationally recognized experts in this area will present in plenary sessions, concurrent large sessions, small group discussions, and a debate. The keynote speaker will be Dr. Eli A. Friedman. Sixteen and a half hours of AMA Category I CMA credit are offered. Continuing education credits will also be available for social workers and nurses. Tuition is $200. For more information, including submission of abstracts for Free Communication, contact Dr. Norman B. Levy, Coney Island Hospital, 2601 Ocean Parkway, Brooklyn, NY 11235. Fax: (718) 616-5314.

2nd Finlayson Colloquium on Urolithiasis:
Calcium Oxalate Nephrolithiasis

The second Finlayson Colloquium on Urolithiasis will be held January 29 to 31, 1999, at the University of Florida, Gainesville, FL. The program will consist of symposia followed by roundtable discussions and will include the following topics: Sites and Mechanisms of Crystal and Stone Formations; Crystal/Tissue Interactions; Modulators of Crystalization; Oxalate and Its Transport; Lithotripsy and Other Therapies. Presentations are by invitation only. For more information, contact Dr. Saeed R. Khan, Department of Pathology, Box 100275, College of Medicine, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32610-0275. Telephone: (352) 392-3473; fax: (352) 846-0155; e-mail: mirza.pathology@mail.health.ufl.edu.

XVth International Congress of Nephrology
and Xth Latin American Congress of Nephrology

The International Society of Nephrology and Latin American Society of Nephrology and Hypertension are planning the XVth International Congress of Nephrology and Xth Latin American Congress of Nephrology, May 2 to 6, 1999, in Buenos Aires, Argentina. A continuous medical education (CME) course will be offered in English and Spanish. Some of the themes include: Molecular Biology for the Clinician; Metabolic Bone Disease; Management of Urinary Tract Infections; Water, Acid-Base, and Electrolyte Disorders; Management of Hypertension in Renal Patients; Vascular Access Complications; CAPD; Quality and Outcome of Dialysis; and Essential Hypertension. Topics for the main scientific program include: Hormones and the Kidney; Nonimmune Injury of the Kidney; and Renal Transplantation. Deadline for Abstracts is September 22, 1998. For young physicians and scientists who are submitting abstracts from developing countries, 120 ISN travel grants of $1000 (US) will be available. For more information, contact the Secretariat of the XV ICN, Ayacucho 937, I° “G”, 1111 Buenos Aires, Argentina. Telephone: (+54 1) 812-1021; e-mail: bayfem@ibm.net.
INSTRUCTIONS TO AUTHORS

Send manuscripts to the Editor:

C. Craig Tisher, M.D.
J. Am. Soc. Nephrol.
Division of Nephrology
Box 100224
1600 SW Archer Road
University of Florida
Gainesville, Florida 32610

The Journal of the American Society of Nephrology will publish original manuscripts judged by peers to be of high quality and relevant to the broad field of nephrology. Nephrology is an alliance of scientists and physicians who seek to understand the functions of the kidneys and the means to improve the medical care of individuals with kidney disease. The strength and vitality of the discipline radiate, historically, from the dynamic interaction between the basic and the clinical sciences. The Journal strives to nurture this relationship by providing the means for communicating to nephrologists and others in related specialties critical information of broad significance in the field. Subjects appropriate for the Journal include, but are not restricted to:

- clinical nephrology
- cell and transport physiology
- pathology and immunology
- cell and structural biology
- pathophysiology of renal disease
- hormones, autacoids and growth factors
- hemodynamics, hypertension and vascular regulation
- dialysis
- transplantation
- mineral metabolism and bone disease
- molecular medicine, genetics, and development

General Information

Original manuscripts are of two types: Regular Articles and Brief Communications. Regular Articles are traditional full length papers that address research questions with exhaustive experimental design and methodology. Brief Communications should contain not more than 2000 words (including abstract, figures, tables and references) describing important new observations in nephrology.

Reviews of basic and clinical topics of interest to the readership will be solicited by the editors.

In the cover letter, designate one author as the correspondent. The cover letter should include a statement explaining why the research is especially important. The journal office may solicit editorials to accompany articles that are especially newsworthy or controversial.

Include in the cover letter the names, addresses, telephone and fax numbers and areas of expertise of at least five individuals (peers) who may serve at the discretion of the editors, as reviewers of the manuscript.

Copyright Transfer

Include one of the following statements on copyright interests signed by all authors: “In consideration of the American Society of Nephrology’s taking action in reviewing and editing this submission, the author(s) undersigned hereby transfer(s), assign(s) or otherwise convey(s) all copyright ownership to the ASN in the event this work is published by the ASN.”

Federal Government: “I was an employee of the United States Federal Government when this work was conducted and prepared for publication; therefore, it is not protected by the Copyright Act and there is no copyright of which the ownership can be transferred.”

The signatures that must accompany the cover letter indicate that each author approved the final version of the manuscript and is prepared to take public responsibility for the work.

Review Process

It is the policy of the Journal to expedite manuscript review. Authors will receive within 7 days of receipt at the editorial office, acknowledgment that their manuscript has been forwarded to an associate editor and appropriate reviewers. Manuscripts that are judged by a panel of screening editors to fall outside the range of interest of the readership or that fail to satisfy technical requirements will be promptly returned to the authors without further review. In order to reduce postage expense, manuscripts sent to outside reviewers as privileged communications will be destroyed and not returned to the authors. Glossy prints and photographs from rejected manuscripts will be returned to authors.

Manuscript Preparation

- Submit an original manuscript and three photocopies, typed double-spaced in letter-quality print on one side only of standard (8½ × 11 inch) white bond paper. Manuscripts should be organized as follows: title page, abstract, introduction, methods, results, discussion, acknowledgments, references, tables and figure legends.
- On the title page type the full names, highest academic degrees and affiliations of all authors. The title should not exceed 100 characters including spaces between words. Number all pages consecutively beginning with the title page. Include an abbreviated title of not more than 40 characters.
- Abstract: State the problem considered, methods, results and conclusions in less than 250 words.
- Use of Systeme International d'Unites (SI) for measurements is preferred throughout the manuscript. Factors for converting frequently used components can be found in JAMA (1989; 262:200–202).
- Use generic names of drugs.
- Do not use abbreviations in the title. Define unusual abbreviations with the first use in the body of the manuscript. A list of accepted abbreviations can be found in the July and January issues of the Journal.
- Text footnotes should be typed on a separate page.
• Foreign contributors, whose language is not English, should obtain help from colleagues who are proficient in scientific English.

• It is assumed that all clinical investigation described in the manuscript was conducted in accordance with the guidelines proposed in the Declaration of Helsinki. Document in the manuscript that informed consent was obtained.

• It is assumed that all animal experimentation described in the manuscript was conducted in accord with the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals or the equivalent, and the manuscript should contain a statement to that effect.

• Tables: Type double-spaced on separate sheets of standard-sized white bone paper. Each table should have a title and be numbered in the order of appearance in the text. Use superscript letters to indicate footnotes typed at the bottom of the table.

• Figures: Four complete sets of glossy photographs of all figures including graphs, black and white light and electron micrographs and color photographs, must be submitted. The use of color illustrations is encouraged, but authors should contact the editor prior to their preparation for advice and assistance. All figures should be clearly labeled on the back. Photomicrographs should be sized to fit one column (8 cm) or two columns (17 cm); the maximum plate size is 17 × 22 cm. The fee for color figures is $250.00 per page. Authors are responsible for the cost of color pages. Legends should state degree of magnification or scale bars should be used on the photograph. Graphs must be of professional quality. Computer-generated graphs should be of laser quality. High contrast prints for roentgenographic photographs and electron micrographs are essential. Clear photocopies of the figures should be included with the original and each copy of the manuscript.

• References: References should be typed on a separate page and numbered in the order of appearance in the text, with only one reference to a number. Citation of unpublished observations or personal communications (include separately permission to quote from appropriate individual) should be placed in the text in parenthesis. Journal articles, abstracts and books: List all authors for each article cited. Journal names should be abbreviated according to the BIOSIS list of serials.


• Manuscripts on Electronic Diskettes: Authors must submit electronic diskettes of the final version of their manuscripts along with the printout of the revised manuscript. Diskettes produced on IBM or IBM-compatible computers are preferred, but those produced on most Macintosh computers can also be converted. Word and WordPerfect are preferred. Authors preparing diskettes on Macintosh computers should not use the Fast Save option. Files in ASCII are not preferred. Identify the diskette by providing journal name, manuscript number, senior author’s name, manuscript title, name of computer file, type of hardware, operating system and version number, and software program and version number. The journal does not assume responsibility for errors in conversion of customized software, newly released software, and special characters. Mathematics and tabular material will be processed in the traditional manner.

Manuscript Checklist
1. Include the original typed manuscript and three photocopies. Each manuscript set should also contain photocopies of figures.
2. Include a cover letter containing a copyright transfer statement.
3. Include all authors’ personal signatures.
4. Designate a corresponding author and provide a telephone number, fax number and address.

Proofs
Please read, correct, and return the original set of proofs with the manuscript and figure copy. Be sure that all Editor’s or printer’s queries are answered. Only minor corrections are permitted. Authors will be charged for excessive changes. Excess pages charges will be assessed on articles and brief communications that exceed four pages in length ($60.00 per printed page). Invited reviews and editorials will be exempt. The enclosed prints of your illustrations should be reviewed carefully and any corrections noted on the figure proof. Return the corrected proof and manuscript within 48 hours to: Journal Editing, Williams & Wilkins, 351 West Camden Street, Baltimore, MD 21201-2436.

Reprints
Authors of articles published in the Journal of the American Society of Nephrology will receive reprint order forms with the page proofs. Reprint order forms must be returned within 48 hours of receipt. Send Reprint Order forms to: Author Reprint Department, Williams & Wilkins, 351 West Camden Street, Baltimore, MD 21201-2436. Telephone: 1-800-341-2258, Fax: 410-361-8016, E-mail: reprints@wwilkins.com, Internet: http://www.wwilkins.com/periodicals/author-reprints.

Disclaimer—The statements and opinions contained in the articles of the JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF NEPHROLOGY are solely those of the individual authors and contributors and not of the American Society of Nephrology or Williams & Wilkins. The appearance of advertisements in the Journal is not a warranty, endorsement or approval of the products or services advertised or of their safety. The American Society of Nephrology and the Publisher disclaim responsibility for any injury to persons or property resulting from any ideas or products referred to in the articles or advertisements.
ASN Research Award Program

Carl W. Gottschalk Research Scholar Award

The Carl W. Gottschalk Research Scholar Award is designed to foster the independent careers of young investigators in biomedical research related to nephrology. The award recognizes an individual of promise by providing him or her with $75,000 annually for two years to cover salaries/supplies related to the submitted research proposal.

Application deadline:
Applications are due by December 1 of each year for funding the following year.

Criteria:
Applicants shall be active ASN members, hold an M.D., or Ph.D., or equivalent degree, and have a full-time faculty appointment at the time of the initiation of the award. No more than six years shall have elapsed since the beginning of the applicant's nephrology fellowship or first postdoctoral training.

Career Enhancement Grant

The ASN Career Enhancement Grant is designed as a bridge grant to support investigator's meritorious research applications that were close to the funding range, but did not receive NIH funding. These awards provide $50,000 for one year and are designed only for those investigators who lack sufficient funds to maintain their laboratory efforts for the period needed to submit a revised grant proposal.

Application deadlines:
February 15  May 15  October 15

Criteria:
(1) Applicants must be active ASN members who have submitted an NIH grant proposal in the field of nephrology that was favorably reviewed and close to the funding range, but did not receive support; (2) Applicants shall not have other substantial research funding for the specific unfunded proposal or other projects; (3) Applicants shall have a full-time academic appointment at the time the award is initiated.
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Frequency: One volume per year, beginning in January.

Correspondence concerning business matters should be addressed to: Customer Service, Subscriptions, Williams & Wilkins, 351 West Camden Street, Baltimore, MD 21201-2436. Telephone: (800) 638-6423 from anywhere in the United States and Canada. From other countries, call (410) 428-8555. Fax: (410) 528-8596.

For information on American Society of Nephrology membership, contact: Neysa Matthews at (202) 857-1190.

Correspondence regarding editorial matters should be addressed to: C. Craig Tisher, M.D., J. Am. Soc. Nephrol., Division of Nephrology, Box 100224, 1600 SW Archer Road, University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida 32610.

Instructions to Authors appears in each issue.

Annual subscription rates: U.S.: Personal $255.00; Institutional $359.00; In-training $102.00; Single copy $32.00. Other countries, surface delivery: Personal $330.00; Institutional $434.00; In-training $172.00; Single copy $38.00. Special in-training rate is available to residents, interns, and students for a period of three years. In requesting this rate, please indicate training status and name of institution. This special in-training rate can be extended to all participants in four-year training programs, provided that sufficient proof of training status is supplied. Institutional (multiple reader) rate applies to libraries, schools, hospitals, clinics, and group practices, and federal, commercial, and private institutions and organizations. For Japanese rates, please contact: Igaku-Shoin MYW Ltd., 3-23-14 Hongo, BunkyoKu, Tokyo 113, JAPAN. Phone: (03) 5689-5400 or 5401. Fax: (03) 5689-5402. PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. The GST number for Canadian subscribers is 123394371. Country of origin: USA.

New subscriptions received before May 1st of each year will begin with the first issue of the year. Subscriptions received between May 1st and October 31st will start with the mid-year issue. Subscriptions received after October 31st will start with the first issue of the following year. Subscriptions may start with any current year’s issue upon request. Subscriptions should be renewed promptly to avoid a break in journal delivery. The publisher cannot guarantee to supply back issues on late renewals.

Change of address: The publisher must be notified 60 days in advance. Journals undeliverable because of incorrect address will be destroyed. Duplicate copies may be obtained, if available, from the Publisher at the regular price of a single issue. Send address changes to: The American Society of Nephrology, 351 West Camden Street, Baltimore, MD 21201-2436.

Reprints of individual articles are available only from the authors. If authors need information on their reprint orders, please call (410) 528-4118. Reprints (nonauthor) in large quantities, for commercial or academic use, may be purchased from the Publisher. For information and prices, call (410) 528-4292.

Microfilm and microfiche: Prices are available upon request. Microfilm editions may be ordered from Williams & Wilkins. All promotional literature must be approved in advance.

Volume index appears in the December issue. Indexing/abstracting services: The Journal is currently included by the following services in print and/or electronic format: Index Medicus, Current Contents (Clinical Medicine), and BIOSIS.
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Announcing an Exciting New Service...

The ASN Placement Service Now Available Year-Round

Historically, the ASN Placement Service has only been available during the ASN Annual Meeting. This popular and ever-growing service will now be available electronically year-round! To register simply visit the ASN website at www.asn-online.com.

Who should register: The ASN Placement Service is designed for all potential employers and employees in the nephrology field.

Employers
Post positions and view the CVs of participating candidates.

Employees/Candidates
View available positions (searching by salary, geography, etc.) and post CVs.

How to register: Visit the ASN website at www.asn-online.com, complete the on-line registration form, and follow the simple instructions. Participants will be issued a password, which will be valid for one year.

1998 ASN Annual Meeting
Register for the ASN Placement Service on the web today and use the 1998 Annual Meeting in Philadelphia as an opportunity to meet with prospective employers and/or candidates. The ASN will have several meeting areas set aside for placement service participants who have arranged interviews/meetings. These meeting areas will be available on a first-come, first-served basis. All meeting arrangements are the responsibility of the employers and employees.

Questions? Visit the ASN website at www.asn-online.com for all the details, or contact Neya Matthews at the ASN at 202-857-1190 or E-mail address neya_mathews@dc.sba.com.

ASN Placement Service Prices

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Fee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ASN Member Candidates</td>
<td>$75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASN Associate Member Candidates</td>
<td>$25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmember Candidates</td>
<td>$125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmember Trainee Candidates</td>
<td>$65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASN Member Employers</td>
<td>$275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmember Employers</td>
<td>$395</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additional Job Posting(s)</td>
<td>$100 each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF NEPHROLOGY
1200 19TH STREET, NW, STE. 300
WASHINGTON, DC 20036-2422

Gift Certificate

Williams & Wilkins' gift certificates let you do your giving with a professional touch. Certificates are available in $25 and $50 denominations and are good toward the purchase of any of our fine line of books, journals, videos, CD-ROMs, or software.

These certificates are perfect for students, residents, or your colleagues. They're a personalized gift that lets you show your commitment to excellence in medicine.

 Redeeming these gift certificates is easy—recipients just choose the product they want by reviewing our catalog, website, promotional brochures, or calling our customer service department. They then return the gift certificate to Williams & Wilkins after making their product selection.

These certificates are just like the ones available at retail stores and they're good for any Williams & Wilkins product. This is one gift of knowledge your friends and colleagues will remember for many years.

1-800-638-0672 • Fax: 410-528-8550
E-mail: custserv@wwilkins.com

Williams & Wilkins
A WAVERLY COMPANY
NEPHROLOGY-PORLAND OREGON
Northwest Permanente, P.C., a physician-managed, multispecialty group, has an excellent opportunity for a BC/BE Nephrologist in the Portland area. The Northwest Division has two nephrologists on staff providing quality care to nearly 430,000 members of Kaiser Permanente in Oregon and Washington. Ours is a collegial and stimulating practice and has a predictable schedule allowing time to pursue personal and family interests. In addition to a quality lifestyle inherent to the Pacific Northwest, we offer a competitive salary and benefit package which includes professional liability coverage, a comprehensive pension program, sabbatical leave and more. For additional information please forward a brief CV with cover letter to: S. N. Clark, Director of Professional Resources, NORTHWEST PERMANENTE, P.C., 500 NE Multnomah, Suite 100, Portland, OR 97232-2099. Phone 800-813-3763. EOE.

LOVEACE HEALTH SYSTEMS-ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Join one of the Southwest's largest and most prestigious groups; seeking a BC/BE Nephrologist for 3-physician department; practice provides an excellent lifestyle. Contact: Cheryl DeVita, Ph: 800/678-7858, ID#: 5673NF, Fax: 314/726-0026, E-mail: cdevita@cejka.com.

NEPHROLOGY
Group Permanente is currently seeking a full-time nephrologist to join with three other members in providing services to 450,000 enrollees. Location positioned in the Seattle area. For further information, call 800-543-9323 or fax CV and cover letter to (206) 448-6191.

MONTANA
Seeking a recently trained BC/BE Nephrologist to join a busy multi-specialty group. Need team player with outstanding clinical credentials. Call coverage 1-6. Our physician organization is positioned as the market's dominant provider of health care services. Our system is physician-led and professionally managed. Outdoor activities abound, skiing, fishing, hiking, hunting. Regardless of the season, there's plenty to do in Big Sky country. Outdoor activities are enhanced by an array of community amenities, ranging from strong schools and affordable living to the arts. To learn more, contact Julie Maise or Rochelle Woods, 800/693-0090. Or E-mail-First Src@aol.com.

THE "PLAY GROUND" FOR RETIREES...
Practice Nephrology in this active adult community for the "Young at heart". Primary care center situated in a life-style oriented village that boasts a rapidly increasing population. Generous base plus production incentives. Full benefit package. Motivated decision makers are interviewing now. Call today with your schedule in hand!

SCOTT & WHITE CLINIC
The Department of Medicine/Division of Nephrology at Scott & White Clinic and Texas A&M University Health Science Center seeks qualified candidates to join our faculty in Central Texas. Applicants must be eligible for licensure in Texas, BC in Internal Medicine and BE/BC in Nephrology. Experience in acute and chronic hemo and peritoneal dialysis, out-patient and consultative nephrology is required. An interest in teaching medical students and housestaff is desirable. Faculty appointment is commensurate with experience. Scott & White offers an excellent compensation package including a competitive salary and unbeatable benefits. Interested persons should send a current Curriculum Vitae and names of three references to Mike Nichols, Director of Physician Recruitment, Scott & White Clinic, 2401 South 31st St., Temple, TX 76508, or call 800-725-3627. You may also contact Dr. Charles Foulks, Division Director, at (254) 724-3666 for in-depth information. Anticipate interviewing at Fall NKF/ASN. Scott & White is an equal opportunity employer. For more information concerning Scott & White please visit our internet site at http://www.sw.org.
Dakota Clinic, Ltd., a 170 physician owned multispecialty group based in Fargo, North Dakota, is seeking a full time BE/BC nephrologist to replace a retiring physician. Practice features a 16 unit dialysis center, 20-25 kidney transplants per year and some limited travel to outlying regional dialysis centers. Position includes a competitive salary, full-benefits and stockholder option after two years. This opportunity does not qualify for J-1 Visa holders.

Fargo is a growing progressive metropolitan community of 130,000 people. It has been consistently rated by *Money* magazine as one of the best places to live in the nation. We feature excellent schools, safe neighborhoods, three universities and over 30 art organizations. We are within one hour of hundreds of Minnesota clear blue lakes.

To receive our video and community/practice information, mail or fax your curriculum vitae to:

Dick Reis, Physician Recruitment Manger
Dakota Clinic, 1702 South University Drive
Fargo, ND 58103, Fax: 701-280-3229
or call toll free at 1-800-882-7310
E-mail address is: DREIS@DAKCL.COM

Gundersen Lutheran is seeking a Board Certified/Board Eligible General Nephrologist. Gundersen Lutheran is a multi-specialty group practice with over 300 physicians. We are a modern, state of the art facility adjacent to a 402-bed hospital with Level II Trauma Center. In addition, the Gundersen system includes 36 regional community clinics based throughout western Wisconsin, eastern Minnesota and northeast Iowa.

La Crosse, Wisconsin nestled between towering bluffs is located where the Mississippi, La Crosse and Black Rivers merge. The area was untouched by the glaciers, leaving many hills and valleys as an outstanding scenic area. The metropolitan area of La Crosse, with its 100,000 people, offers exceptional year round opportunities for recreational activities.

Gundersen Clinic offers excellent working conditions and fringe benefits. Salaries are competitive. Interested candidates should send a letter of application and curriculum vitae to Frank Perez-Guerra, Manager, Recruitment, Retention and Resource Planning, Gundersen Lutheran, 1836 South Avenue, La Crosse, WI 54601; or call Frank Perez-Guerra at 1-800-362-9567.
**Nephrologist/General Internist Needed**

Prince George Regional Hospital, Department of Internal Medicine, requires a second Nephrologist/General Internist, to share in the operation of a Regional Renal Program. The Program includes in-centre hemodialysis, community hemodialysis, Home Hemodialysis Program, CAPD/CCPD programs, a Predialysis Clinic and a Post-Transplant Program. We are part of the BC Renal Program network.

Prince George Regional Hospital has 180 acute beds, a 10 bed ICU/CCU Unit, additional services in Chemotherapy and Rehabilitation Medicine with full surgical, radiological and laboratory support.

Prince George Regional Hospital is the regional referral centre for North Central BC. We service an immediate population of 110,000 and a referral population of 200,000. Prince George is one hour by jet service from Vancouver. The community supports a university, a symphony, an active Community Arts Association, and the area abounds in sporting, hunting and fishing opportunities.

Please direct inquiries to:

Dr. Joseph Sidorov  
Chairman, Department of Medicine  
**OR**  
Dr. Jennifer Rice  
Regional Medical Director  
Prince George Regional Hospital  
2000-15th Avenue  
Prince George, BC  
V2M 1S2

Telephone: (250) 565-2352  
Fax: (250) 565-2343

---

**Location. Lifestyle. Career.**

**At ViaHealth...**

**You can have it all!!!**

Ideally located on the shores of Lake Ontario, Rochester offers a quality of life far above the national average. And its cost of living is surprisingly low. A wide variety of cultural activities and four very different seasons make Rochester one of the premier centers of the state.

**NURSING DIRECTOR FOR VIAHEALTH DIALYSIS**

The Director is recognized as a management/leadership position within the system's organization and is central to fulfillment of the system's mission. Operationalizes the core values of the organization by developing and sustaining an environment that supports excellence in clinical practice and the care of patients on the patient care unit. Facilitates both clinical education and clinical investigation to advance the art and science of professional nursing practice. Bachelor of Science in Nursing (BSN) or equivalent plus minimum of five years clinical dialysis including leadership/management experience required. Master of Science in Nursing (MSN) or other are preferred, credentialing in Dialysis. We offer a competitive salary and excellent benefit package.

Send resume in confidence to: Karen Oliveri, ViaHealth Human Resources, 1425 Portland Ave., Rochester, NY 14621.

**viaHealth**

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D/V

---

**MediClip**

The Complete Medical Image Source

**Manual Medicine 1&2**

Electronic images you can use to:

- **Promote Your Practice** with eye-catching brochures and informative newsletters
- **Show Your Patients** what you mean with educational materials that illustrate proper rehabilitation techniques
- **Add visual impact** to your office forms, papers, articles, and presentations
- And more!

**Mac/Win CD!**

Over 500 Electronic Images in 2 Collections

- Manual Medicine 1: The Upper Body  
  432 total images! (#40217-X) - $99
- Manual Medicine 2: The Lower Body  
  479 total images! (#40212-9) - $99

HTTP://WWW.MEDICLIP.COM

Want to see more? Check it out
FIRST AND FOREMOST IN GERIATRIC MEDICINE

JOURNAL OF THE AMERICAN GERIATRICS SOCIETY

For relevant coverage on all aspects of geriatric health care, your best resource is the official journal of the American Geriatrics Society. No other journal can match it for experience and authority.

- Illuminating articles on basic and clinical research.
- Insight and answers on difficult ethical questions.
- Reliable reports on legislative and judicial developments influencing patient protocols.
- Perspectives on health care policy, education, clinical management, and research.
- Practical solutions to common problems.
- Updates on trends in research and patient management.

4 EASY WAYS TO ORDER

CALL 1-800-638-6423
Outside the U.S.: 410-528-8555
London: 0171-543-4848
Hong Kong: 852-2610-2339
Tokyo: 03-5669-5400

E-MAIL custserv@wwilkins.com
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